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This paper assumes that the underlying hardware requires fewer computations to render1

fouraud polygons than textured (mapped) polygons.
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ABSTRACT1

Virtual reality (VR) provides science operators with a time-saving tool for interpreting
telemetry data. Therefore, the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) satellite operations
team decided to develop an inexpensive VR system to best address human operators’
needs. The EVE (EUVE Virtual Environment) Project developed a solution to the issue of
attaining maximum quality representation for minimal cost via a series of weighted
trade-offs that maximize return with minimal development costs. Quantification of realism,
methods of graphic representation, and hardware and software limitations are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Satellite telemetry is represented in complex and often cryptic data streams. Therefore,
understanding and manipulating telemetry in different “what if” scenarios requires
significant effort to produce credible analysis. Since mission-critical situations require
science planners and operators promptly understand telemetry analysis, the stream of
numbers must be mapped to another representation that allows human operators to actually
visualize what is happening with the spacecraft and its environment. The Center for
Extreme Ultraviolet Astrophysics is addressing this problem in Extreme Ultraviolet
Explorer (EUVE) spacecraft operations with the EVE (EUVE Virtual Environment)
Project, which offers an interactive virtual reality (VR) viewing tool for EUVE satellite
telemetry. EVE serves as an efficient predictive tool for science planners in forecasting
spacecraft constraints and resolving anomalies; given the complete information a visual
system offers, science planners will make better informed decisions. VR allows satellite
operators full immersion in, and understanding of, what is happening and allows them to
process the situation faster and more accurately because more factors can be accounted for
simultaneously in a visual presentation versus a textual or numerical representation. VR
gives operators a greater degree of control for planning scenarios in realistic situations.



Use of VR for EUVE operations decreases the complexity of telemetry analysis and
science planning maneuvers with realistic simulations.

However, VR systems limit the realism of telemetry streams. The realtime intervals
between graphics updates, which are limited by the operating system and graphics
libraries, illustrate a VR system’s severe limits. For example, since many computer
systems do not operate in realtime, science planners using a VR system could make
decisions based on less than current satellite data, which could lead to less than optimal
decisions. Of course, many of the problems can be overcome with higher development
costs. This paper addresses the difficulties of modeling real telemetry using current VR
systems, drawing from examples in the EVE Project, and offers solutions to overcome the
hardware and software limitations while minimizing development costs. Development
costs are an issue because the purpose behind EVE is to lower operations costs for the
EUVE mission. Therefore, we adopted this policy for creating EVE too: we minimized
development costs to maximize the return. Questions regarding how “real” a VR system
should be and its level of sophistication are then posed. For example, decisions must be
made between using a glove and suit or a screen, and of what information to display using
VR. Such decisions dictate a VR project’s development costs.

In order to discover deficiencies in a VR system we need benchmarks against which to test
it. Benchmarks should measure how closely a VR system resembles a real environment.
Therefore, a perfect VR model should look, feel, taste, smell, sound, and respond like a
real environment; a way to increase realism in a VR system is to give it the features that
make the real world “real” to us. However, our interest in meeting the minimum
requirements necessary to make the largest impact with EVE dictates we only consider the
look, feel, and response of the VR system; analyzing the costs and benefits, we decided
that considering the other benchmarks would not give a good return.

3. VR SYSTEM BENCHMARKS: LOOK, FEEL, RESPONSE

VR environments for modeling telemetry should look, feel, and respond like the real
environment. The look of a VR system corresponds to the frame rate and the realism of the
graphical objects (amount of texture mapping in the virtual universe). The feel of such a
system is defined as how the user interacts with the system. A VR system responds
realistically if the telemetry the user sees is the true telemetry for that time and not
telemetry lagged by the operating system or graphic libraries. These benchmark definitions
do not include special input/output devices, as the benchmarks aim to minimize
development costs. Thus, a standard screen and mouse are assumed.

The look, feel, and response of a VR system can each be modified to make a system more
realistic, but the speed of the system usually suffers, thereby decreasing the realism. An



analysis of the qualities that compose the look, feel, and response of a VR environment
determines which combination of qualities will maximize the realism of the system.
Maximizing each of these elements, intertwined problems arise in modeling telemetry on a
VR system. The solution to the deadlock is to accept proper trade-offs and, for EVE’s
purpose, to make trade-off decisions that follow the design philosophy of minimizing
development costs to maximize return.

3.1 MAXIMIZING A SYSTEM’S LOOK

The look of a VR system corresponds to the frame rate and the realism of the graphical
objects, in EVE’s case on the monitor. In other words, the satellite should move smoothly
and if users are supposed to see a satellite antenna with white texture, they should see a
shape that approximates the antenna, requiring many polygons with textures applied to
each of them.

Two characteristics determine the realism of graphical objects: the number of polygons
that compose the object, and the amount of texture mapping on an object. For example, if
an object is supposed to be round, and polygons are the system’s object primitives, then
many polygons should be used to approximate the sphere. Similarly, if an object is
supposed to look like solar panels, the appropriate amount of texture mapping should be
applied to promote realism and allow adequate performance.

Four characteristics determine the frame rate and, thus, the rendering performance: the
number of windows open (corresponding to different viewports); the number of texture
maps in the VR world (images mapped onto a object’s surface [I]), the number of
polygons in the VR world; and the rendering speed of the machine running the VR
environment.

Opening extra windows reduces rendering performance proportional to how many
windows are open; frame rate = normal frame rate / num_windows. Similarly, increasing
the number of texture maps and polygons in the VR system will lower the frame rate. For
example, the highest transform rate for textured primitives is 75K, while transform rates
for gouraud-shaded primitives are 150K on the SkyWriter graphics hardware [2].

Given these facts, several methods exist to improve the look of the VR system. The most
apparent, yet costly, solution is to buy faster hardware. A more cost-effective approach
minimizes the number of texture maps, polygons, and open windows in the system.

However, minimizing the number of texture maps decreases the realism of the system. The
trade-off is to turn off texturing for distant objects since texture naturally diminishes with
distance; a user is not likely to notice the texture mapping onto an object due to aliasing if



it is very far away. Therefore, computational resources will not be wasted on rendering
“distant” texture maps.

Minimizing the number of polygons in the VR simulation also decreases the realism. Here
the trade-off replaces complex geometric objects, which have unneeded detail, with texture
maps; for a fixed number of polygons, p, it is computationally less costly to render a
certain texture map in place of the p polygons [3]. For example, in the EVE project instead
of modeling the details of a TDRSS satellite, TDRSS can be texture mapped onto a
triangle composed of four polygons.

Minimizing the number of open rendering windows becomes the only real problem. In this
case the application programmer must provide the user with an option that makes the
world seem real despite fewer viewports. Specifically, the program must give the user an
option to switch between views. How the design issue of switching between views is
resolved will determine the realism of this optimization.

Increasing the frame rate and realism of objects, the programmer of the VR system will
bring maximum reality to the look of the system with minimal development time and cost if
developers use the proper trade-offs.

3.2 MAXIMIZING A SYSTEM’S FEEL

How the user interacts with a VR system defines its “feel.” In EVE, we use a mouse as the
input device to lower cost of development and we allow the mouse different metaphorical
controls. The most commonly used metaphor (graphical icon) used in VR systems today is
the hand and forward/backward roll dial. Another commonly used metaphor is a control
panel for the six degrees of movement. Which is better?

The hand metaphor functions by positioning the hand icon on an object and pressing a
button, thereby grabbing the object. Moving the hand left, right, up, and down spins the
object as if the user had applied a torque in that direction. The unnatural part of this
metaphor is how to move forward and backward; this requires a separate icon, a rolling
dial which will move the object or viewpoint forward or backward. In conclusion, the hand
determines the orientation and the rolling dial moves the object or viewpoint forward or
backward.

The control panel metaphor seems more natural because its translations work in the
coordinate system people are accustomed to from high school algebra. But in fact, the
translations are more convenient for a robot than a science planner. A science planner will
want to spin the satellite to check thermal sensors on all sides of the satellite. It would be 



very inconvenient for a science planner to have to go four units forward and fours units
left, in order to sweep around the satellite.

In fact, no science planning/operator movements require him/her to move so many units in
the x-direction and so many units in the y-direction. Therefore, the hand and rolling dial
metaphor better meets the system’s feel requirements for EVE and became the primary
metaphor used in the EVE project; the metaphor became our trade-off for expensive input
devices.

3.3 MAXIMIZING A SYSTEM’S RESPONSE

The promptness of environment updates in the VR simulation dictates the perceived reality
of the simulation. Usually the data fed to a renderer are lagged because of non-realtime
operating system constraints.

The best way to get near-realtime operating system performance without losing the
advantage of having a time-sharing system is to run a soft realtime operating system in
which “critical realtime tasks get priority over other tasks.”[4] In this way programmers
will have the flexibility of using multiple processes, in which case they can give the
telemetry server the maximum priority. Using a time-sharing system minimizes
development time because it is easier to create separate smaller modules or processes that
work as opposed to creating one large module that works.

4. TELEMETRY-SPECIFIC DESIGN DECISIONS

We have discussed some of the general problems that arise when maximizing each of the
benchmarks for a VR system and examined the low cost solutions offered. The critical
issue when modeling telemetry in a VR environment is how to quickly update the visual
telemetry data for a satellite in response to a telemetry-rich realtime feed or to user
movement.

4.1 UPDATE SPEED

Decreasing processing overhead increases the speed of the system. Our definition of
maximizing a system’s look does exactly that; the benchmark’s goal is to increase the
frame rate.

For example, in the EVE project the only complex object that needed many polygons was
the actual satellite and its thermistors. Everything else could be a pixel (star map) or a few
polygons (stars, planets, TDRSS). The reasoning behind this choice is simple: the science
planner/operator only cares about the thermistor values of EUVE and what is in the EUVE



field of view. Having these minimum objects in the VR simulation and using the other
tricks such as texture mapping TDRSS onto a polygon instead of creating it from a set of
polygons increases the frame rate and, thus, increases the speed of the system.

4.2 OPERATING SYSTEMS

The choice of operating system is important, because a soft realtime system should be
chosen such that when a realtime telemetry link is made the VR world is updated in
approximate realtime.

Because the two major versions of UNIX provide soft realtime support via priority
scheduling, this demand did not burden EVE. Giving the telemetry process the highest
possible priority, we funneled near-realtime support out of UNIX. The next highest priority
was assigned to the renderer, and every helper process was given a lower priority. In such
a way, EVE approximates realtime.

However, to implement exact realtime support the whole EVE package would have to be
ported to a realtime operating system such as VXWorks. The problem with strict realtime
systems, however, is that they do not support virtual memory and, therefore, the program
has limited capabilities unless the programmer takes strategic, costly programming
measures (namely, overlays).

5. HOW MUCH REALISM IS NEEDED?

So with the list of possible optimizations to increase the realism in a VR telemetry system,
the question in EVE is how much realism does a science planner/operator need?
Minimizing our costs, we addressed the science planners requirements with simple
hardware: a workstation, monitor, and mouse.

5.1 GRAPHICS REQUIREMENTS

The graphics requirements for EVE are not too straining; the most polygon-intensive
object is the satellite. Other complex objects can be modeled with texture mapping [2].

Because the telemetry data are the most important information for a science
planner/operator, the idea is to model those objects onto which you wish to map the data.
Anything else is extra material that the user can be tricked into believing exists in the
virtual universe when in fact “system look” optimizations are being used.



5.2 REALISM IN TELEMETRY

Given that telemetry is the information that a science planner/operator wants to see
mapped onto the virtual universe, how should this data be mapped?

To represent thermal shading information in the EVE project, spherical thermistors are
placed on the EUVE virtual satellite. Science planners have the option of clicking on these
spherical virtual thermistors to get a bar in another window showing the current thermistor
value and how close it is to the limits. The planners/operators also have an option of
viewing a plane of such bars in a separate window, in an effort to allow them to “monitor”
all the thermistors at the same time (Fig. 1). This function is useful when pointing EUVE in
a new location and checking to make sure none of the thermistors have values outside the
safe limit. To aid planners, clicking on one of the thermistor bars in the plane of bars
highlights the location of the thermistor on the spacecraft.

Fig. 1. Window with a plane of bars.

Regarding detector anomalies and what the detectors see, EVE allows science
planners/operators to see different viewports at the same time. They can choose between
all four scanners and the individual detectors. Initially two viewports are opened because a
planner/operator doesn’t need to be overwhelmed with too much information, given the
option to open/close more viewports (Fig. 2.).



Fig. 2. Window with EVE.

Currently EVE is setup to provide science planners/operators with knowledge of any
current telemetry information on demand. The look, feel, and response are all maximized
with these requirements in mind.

6. CONCLUSION

To perfect a VR system the programmer needs to examine the look, feel, and behavior
requirements from the user’s perspective. Once each of these features is maximized and
the question of “how real should a VR system be?” is answered, the VR system can come
closer to reality. The system can then be built, checked with the user, and modified
depending on the user’s wishes. Applying this philosophy, EVE’s design meets the
minimum requirements to make the largest impact in reducing the effort required for
science planning with the EUVE satellite.
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supported by NASA contract NAS5-29298. The Center for EUV Astrophysics is a
division of UC Berkeley’s Space Sciences Laboratory.
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